Bankruptcy Crossword

Editor’s Note: The Crossword Puzzle is a brand-new feature
to the Journal. It was created by Elizabeth Khalil, an associate
in the Financial Institutions Group at Hogan Lovelis US LLP
in Washington, D.C. Solution is on page 117.

Across

1. It would not be an undue hardship to locate the Supreme Court’s
2010 opinion in this debtor’s student loan discharge case.
9. Receiver of failed banks.
13. Larry King announced his plans to give up his ____ in 2010.
14. The 2008 federal law that created TARP.
15. ____ U.S. Trustee, or Michael Jackson’s “Captain” alter-ego.
16. If a balloon payment were on the periodic table, this might
be its symbol.
17. Debtor in 118 B.R. 282 (Bankr. W.D. Pa. 1990), for short.
18. This animal doesn’t really stick its head in the sand, but
some debtors (and creditors) do.
22. Buy this at FAO Schwarz®, now that it has emerged from
chapter 11.
23. Upon emergence from bankruptcy, LyondellBasell Industries NV became the successor to LyondellBasell Industries ____.
24. Credit card issuers’ favorite Beatles album?
28. Airport to fly into for a visit to the bankruptcy court in the
Northern District of Georgia.
29. AP rival and chapter 11 veteran.
30. Not quite a negotiable instrument under the UCC.
31. Mortgage lender’s least-favorite cookie?
32. In September 2010, the Sixth Circuit held the 11 U.S.C.
§ 363(m) “statutory mootness” provision to apply to a sale
of property held by debtors in a ____ with non-debtors (In re
Nashville Senior Living).
33. In Austria, the initiation of insolvency proceedings requires
publication of an ____ in the official insolvency database.
34. Experian, in a former life.
35. State that is home to the Robert S. Vance Federal Building.
37. La ____ (romantic opera full of insolvent artists).
39. The 1997 Halle Berry flop, or alternatives to the district
court for appeals.
43. It may seem like it took this long to pass BAPCPA or
Dodd-Frank.
44. Key sequence to use to access Internet tools, perhaps to
change your homepage to www.abiworld.org.
45. Debtor denied a discharge due to “inane” BAPCPA creditcounseling requirement.
50. California oil and gas company ____ Energy, a creditor of
smog-credit mastermind Anne Sholtz.
51. Play “____ in Blue” when thinking of the UAL bankruptcy.

8. Possible feeling of an ABI member upon meeting an ABI
Board member?
9. Henry Marine, whose tugboat aided the Staten Island ____
in a 2003 crash, filed for chapter 11 in 2010.
10. ____ minimis.
11. “____ the FAIR Act Fair to Companies Trying to Reorganize?” (ABI Journal, June 2006).
12. ____ Posse: gang obsessed with FAS 95?
19. Mark-____-market.
20. The debtor in Schwab v. Reilly, 560 U.S. ____ (2010),
claimed an exemption for business equipment used to do this.
21. The proper level of enthusiasm regarding bankruptcy trivia.
24. A hearty root vegetable, or one of the largest equity-holders
in U.S. Concrete.
25. Chapter 7 sometimes serves as an ____ to chapter 11.
26. Trader ____’s owner filed for chapter 7 in 2010 .
27. Submit one of these to note your intent to bid at a bankruptcy auction.
28. Lots of this in the Salander-O’Reilly estate.
36. This “mad scientist” declared bankruptcy in 1916 while
living on credit at the Waldorf-Astoria.
38. In the 2010 case of In re Brown, the ____ to a home
could use a chapter 13 plan to pay off the reverse mortgage
on the home.
39. Gossip Girl’s Chuck ____ may be morally bankrupt, but is
not yet legally so.
40. Bombay Palace Restaurants filed for chapter 11 in 1989,
but the NYC location is alive and well and serving ____ gobhi.
41. This syndrome reportedly may be triggered by filing for
bankruptcy, as well as divorce or other life-disrupting events.
42. Lisa Loeb’s favorite part of the bankruptcy process?
46. Proper venue for a hospital bankruptcy?
47. ____ Donnelly emerged from chapter 11 in 2010 as
Dex One.
48. Under 11 U.S.C. § 366(b), ____ Bell may alter, refuse or
discontinue service if neither the trustee nor the debtor, within
20 days after the date of the order for relief, furnishes adequate
assurance of payment.
49. First to start a comment thread on a bankruptcy blog, for
short. n

Down

1. A useful way to describe a long list of parties.
2. Hon. Leif M. Clark’s judicial ‘hood, for short.
3. Enter this before a criminal judge, not a bankruptcy judge.
4. Cyndi Lauper covered this song about Mardi Gras revelers.
5. Initials of both the debtor and major creditor in this megacase filed in 2002 in the Northern District of Illinois.
6. After an OSU game, swing by the Bankruptcy Court for the
Southern District of ____ on North High Street.
7. Manhattan neighborhood, home to hipsters and chapter
11-filing restaurants Zoe and Tailor.
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